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Iceye constellation size

by Debra Werner – January 20, 2020 Iceye has released a January 20 product for detecting vessels at sea that have turned off their automatic transponder identification systems. The product is designed to help government agencies, NGOs and commercial customers reduce drug and human trafficking, find vessels that
fish illegally, and enforce rules against illegal transhipment of goods. Pictured are vessels near singapore's port. Credit Iceye SAN FRANCISCO – Radar satellite operator Iceye released the product January 20 for the detection of dark vessels, ships at sea that are not identifying with automatic identification system (AIS)
transponders. Iceye combines observations from its constellation of three synthetic radar satellite screens with other data sources to provide customers with radar satellite images of vessels that do not transmit their identification, location and course with AIS transponders. The technology is designed to help government
agencies, NGOs and commercial customers reduce drug and human trafficking, find illegal fishing vessels and enforce rules against illegal shipments of goods, Iceye said in a Finnish press release. Dark vessel detection is a popular application for radar satellites that collect data day, night and in all weather conditions,
Pekka Laurila, Iceye co-founder and chief strategy officer told SpaceNews. With three satellites in orbit, Iceye offers customers the opportunity to often reconnect areas of interest. In addition, the company has developed machine learning algorithms that accelerate the detection of dark vessels, he added. Not all vessels
that have switched off their AIS transponders are operating illegally. There are more mund earthly reasons. The vessel's AIS transponder may not work. The intention of the dark container detection product is to reduce the search space for customers, Laurila said. They can focus on several goals versus a very large
number. By 2020, Iceye plans to more than double the size of the constellation, Laurila said. After that, the company will be able to respond more quickly to customers looking for snapshots of specific targets and customers who are looking for frequent image updates, he added. Iceye provides SAR images with a
resolution range and belt size, including SAR images with a resolution of less than one meter. Business AISEarth observIceyeSAR ICEYE has built a reputation for delivering on its promises about timelines and quality while constantly developing technologies that others have not been able to implement. We are very
proud of this reputation and will continue to do everything in our power to maintain it, said Rafal Modrzewski, CEO and co-founder of ICEYE. This round of investment ensures that the size of our SAR satellite continues to grow during the 2021 schedule as planned. ICEYE designs, manufactures and operates its SAR
satellites in-house, with production timelines reduced to months for its spacecraft. Because With the launch of the first ICEYE SAR operational satellite on January 1, 2018, the company consistently provides SAR imaging services and new capabilities to global customers, including many of the world's prev from small
SAR satellites such as 0.25 meter resolution data and SAR video. ICEYE intends to use this funding round to accelerate the size of its SAR satellite in the coming years, increase data availability for all continents through 24/7 customer operations, continue the development of groundbreaking radar imaging capabilities,
and create spacecraft production in the US. This is significantly larger than originally planned to finance the round during an economically turbulent 2020, a strong sign of confidence from the financial community that ICEYE's business and operational model is working and continues to deliver results. Given the
unprecedented frequency and scale of weather changes, crop patterns, fires, urban life and human activities, the need for real-time access to information is growing globally. This approach can be used for humanitarian aid and disaster response, to save lives, in addition to being used for economic decision-making in
crisis moments. ICEYE provides commercial radar satellite imagery around the world for data users from 2018 to allow ICEYE customers to respond to oil spills, hurricanes, deforestation and many other use cases. Together with these active customer imaging operations, the ICEYE SAR satellite constellation has
experienced an unprecedented development cycle of new imaging capabilities and new generations of spacecraft. Adam Niewiński, co-founder and managing partner of OTB Ventures, said: We are delighted to be the cornerstone of the investor in the latest round of venture finance for ICEYE. We are thrilled to be part of
an evolving ecosystem where even the sky is no longer the limit. Iceye Series C includes investor participation to return True Ventures, OTB Ventures, Luxembourg Future Fund (LFF), Finnish Industry Investments (Tesi), Draper Esprit, DNX, Draper Associates, Seraphim Space, Promus Ventures and Space Angels.
New Space Capital will join the funding round. The European Investment Bank (EIB) has participated both as an adviser to the Luxembourg Future Fund and as an investor through its InnovFin For Equity (IFE) financing mechanism. A significant part of Tesi's investment is also part of the EFSI investment programme
established between Tesi and the European Investment Bank. In line with the financing of iceye Series C, OTB Ventures today announced the launch of a specialized investment tool to support europe's leading space technologies – OTB Space Program I – supported by the European Investment Fund (EIF). About
ICEYE: ICEYE builds and operates its own commercial constellations of radar imaging satellites, with SAR data available to global customers from 2018. Thanks to the unique capabilities of the constellation of satellites, ICEYE helps others better decision-making in government and commercial industries. The company
deals with the huge global need for timely and reliable information, with the world's first aviation capabilities and a new space approach. Designed to provide very frequent coverage, day and night, ICEYE's auction imagery service helps clients solve problems in sectors such as maritime, disaster management, insurance
and finance. For more information visit: www.iceye.comSOURCE ICEYE Related Links Startups around the world continue to build synthetic radar aperture (SAR) satellites, even though COVID-19 pandemics delay some launches. Since Finland's Iceye proved in early 2018 that a small satellite can collect radar data and
images, SAR startups have raised hundreds of millions of dollars for constellations. San Francisco-based Capella Space, Iceye, Japanese iQPS, PredaSAR of Boca Raton, Florida, Japan Synspective and Umbra Lab in Santa Barbara, California, have different business models and target audiences, but all anticipate the
growing demand for SAR data. We are heading into the SAR renaissance, said Mark Matossian, CEO of Iceye USA, a subsidiary of Iceye. What we're doing here is exciting, and the competition will drive us all to better performances. To date, defense and intelligence agencies around the world have been the primary
consumers of SAR images and data. Companies such as Synspective and Umbra Lab are betting on strong commercial demand in the near future. Synspective plans to become a onestop shop for geospatial data solutions with its planned constellation of about 30 satellites. We are trying to expand the SAR market from
government use to industry, said Motoyuki Arai, founder and CEO of Synspective. We focus on infrastructure development, disaster response and relevant financial sectors. SAR satellites capable of collecting images for all weathers, such as this color-enhanced image of Iceye, are expected to make up a larger
percentage of the world's commercial earth observation spacecraft as the smallsat constellations continue to be deployed. Credit: Iceye Unlike many of its competitors, Umbra Lab plans to sell SAR images without offering geospatial analysis. We're a bent tube, said Gabe Dominocielo, Umbra Lab co-founder. We are a
data provider. Umbra Lab expects the market for SAR to expand in response to its plan to offer cheap images with a resolution of 25 centimeters to 25 centimeters per pixel. As more sensors are launched and prices fall, we will see the commercial market expand, Dominocielo said. Payam Banazadeh, founder and CEO
of Capella Space, said it remains to be seen how higher resolutions, frequent opportunities and cheaper images will affect demand. The problem is that we don't fully understand the flexibility of the SAR market, he said. Capella launched Sequoia, its first operational SAR satellite, august 30 at Rocket Lab Electron.
Company create a constellation of 36 satellites to obtain images with a resolution of 50 centimeters updated within an hour. We will have the next few weeks to go through commissioning and calibration, Capella tweeted August 31. LAUNCH DELAYS In January, Capella expected a total of seven satellites to launch in
2020. The company will no longer release plans to launch months in advance because the pandemic has slowed flights. Three- to six-month launch delays have become the norm, Banazadeh said. Synspective, another company that has faced launch delays, is preparing to launch its first demonstration satellite of SAR
technology, approximately 150-kilogram StriX-a, at Rocket Lab Electron from New Zealand in late 2020. The Japanese company plans to launch a second demonstration satellite in 2021 before developing its production model. Iceye, which currently operates a constellation of three 100-kilogram SAR satellites and a
dedicated mission for an unnamed customer, is due to launch four more satellites by the end of the year. Our capacity will continue to grow significantly thanks to a combination of additional spacecraft, improved design and spacecraft operational efficiency progress, Matossian said. We have no intention of slowing down
next year to launches or technology development. In recent months, Iceye has begun offering customers access to images with a resolution of 25 centimeters, which it obtains from a single satellite staring at the site for 10 seconds. The company has also demonstrated interferometric imaging, as well as a product
dubbed SAR video, which contains multiple images from a single location captured in a single satellite pass. The company's second satellite, QPS-SAR 2, is booked for SpaceFLIGHT's SXRS-3 rideshare mission launch with SpaceX back in December. IQPS Inc. plans to do so by 2025. operate 36 SAR satellites to track
almost any point in the world in approximately 10 minutes and make observations of certain fixed-point areas once every 10 minutes, the company said in a July press release. PredaSAR, founded in 2019, plans to launch its first satellite in 2021 on a SpaceX rideshare mission. The company plans to operate an initial
constellation of 48 SAR satellites, which it will expand to bring as close as possible to the permanent coverage of areas of interest, said Marc Bell, PredaSAR co-founder and chairman. The size of the PredaSAR constellation will be dictated by the needs of government and industrial customers, Bell said. ATTENTION TO
REEFS The latest SAR satellites are a fraction of the size and cost of previous generations of radar satellites built for government customers. Nevertheless, it is a capital-intensive enterprise. Synspective, founded in 2018, has totaled $100 million in funding in 2019. Capella Space, founded in 2016, has increased 80
million dollars. Iceye has raised about $65 million since its inception in 2014. IQPS, which was founded in 2005, has raised nearly $28 million, according to CrunchBase, a website that tracks investments. The company did not respond to requests for an interview. PredaSAR, founded in 2019, announced a $25 million
seed financing round in March. Umbra Lab will not release information about its finances or launch plans. In addition to delaying some launches, the pandemic has taken its toll on fundraising. Companies that build SAR satellite constellations must raise significant capital before they can earn revenue. At the beginning of
the pandemic, investment activity slowed dramatically. While the situation has improved somewhat, investors can still hesitate with big bets on complex businesses like SAR, Banazadeh said. Many SAR companies that raised money before the pandemie need additional investment to begin their constellations. It's the
valley of death, Banazadeh said. We'll see more companies than we usually fall off a cliff there. This article originally appeared in the September 14, 2020 issue of SpaceNews magazine. From Capella SpaceIceyePredaSARSARSynspective SpaceIceyePredaSARSARSynspective
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